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This report investigates the number of ‘quality’ flexible job vacancies in the UK, and shows
how living standards and business performance could improve if there were more of these jobs.
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To raise family living standards in the UK, the number of ‘quality’ part-time
and flexible jobs needs to be increased. This report quantifies the impact
such an increase might have. It also analyses supply versus demand, and
suggests that businesses are currently under-utilising a proportion of the
skilled candidate market.

The report shos:
•

Parents, older people and disabled people need to earn at least £10.63 per hour to meet basic
minimum income standards – the target pay threshold for a ‘quality’ job.

•

There are 1.9 million people ho could benefit from a quality flexible job and have the necessary
qualifications, of hom 202,300 are in poverty.

•

Demand for flexible jobs (47% across all salary levels) is far in excess of supply (6.2% of all quality
vacancies).

•

n eight-fold increase in quality flexible jobs is needed for supply versus demand from orkless
people to match that of quality full-time jobs.
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Executive summary
There is a ealth of evidence highlighting the need to drive up the
availability of ‘quality’ part-time and flexible ork in the UK, as a ay to
raise family living standards. Hoever, the emphasis has mainly been on
people ho are employed in part-time jobs. Meanhile, there is a
knoledge gap ith regard to the availability of job vacancies that offer
part-time or flexible orking options to people ho are not in ork or ho
ant to move jobs.

This study by the Timeise Foundation provides the missing evidence. The research investigates the
volume and proportion of ‘quality’ flexible job vacancies in the UK, and analyses the impact on living
standards that could be realised if they ere increased. It focuses on three groups ho have a particularly
strong need for flexible ork: parents, older people (aged 50+) and disabled people.
Ne part-time or flexible job vacancies are necessary to enable orkless people in lo-income
households to enter the jobs market on a flexible basis, and for people in lo-paid part-time ork to
progress to ne jobs ith better pay hile retaining their flexibility.
It is important, hoever, to highlight that increasing the number of job vacancies advertised ith flexible
hours is just one step toards improving the quality of all jobs. Increased flexible hiring ill primarily affect
those for hom flexible orking is as important a consideration as pay, hereas for others full-time
inflexible ork ith decent pay ill remain a priority.

Key findings of the research
•

To meet basic minimum income standards, people in the three groups under study (parents, older
people and disabled people) need to earn at least £10.63 per hour. This hourly rate establishes the
target pay threshold for a ‘quality’ job, for hich the full-time equivalent salary is approximately
£19,500 a year.

•

Of the quality job vacancies, 6.2% are advertised ith options to ork flexibly. This equates to a
monthly average of 24,290 jobs.

•

The demand for flexible jobs (47% across all salary levels) is far in excess of supply (6.2% among
quality vacancies).

•

There are 8.1 people in poverty for each quality flexible vacancy, of hom 7.4 people are orkless.
For quality full-time jobs, the demand is only 0.9 orkless people per vacancy. n eight-fold increase
in the number of quality flexible job vacancies ould be needed for supply versus demand to match
that of quality full-time jobs.

•

There are 1.9 million people (predominantly parents, older people and disabled people) ho could
benefit from a quality flexible job and hold the necessary qualification levels (National Qualifications
Frameork – NQF – Level 3 or above, or a trade apprenticeship) to attain one.  large majority –
1,559,000 people – are currently in part-time ork belo the pay rate for a quality job.  further
154,000 people are not orking and seeking part-time ork. There are 198,000 people ho are
orkless and have no preference beteen part-time and full-time ork.
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•

Poverty impact analysis (using the usual measure of 60% of equalised income before housing costs)
shos that 202,300 ell-qualified people in the target groups are in poverty and could benefit from
quality part-time ork. Of these, 25,200 ould actually move out of poverty if they got this ork.

•

There are 87,000 people qualified to NQF Level 2 ho could benefit from increased earnings if
there as an increase in quality part-time and flexible vacancies, because this ould increase the
availability of flexible jobs ith a full-time equivalent salary belo £19,500 that are currently taken
by over-qualified people.

Implications for employers
•

The research has identified a large gap beteen flexible orking (hich is no idely accessible to
employees) and flexible hiring (hich is relatively rare). By restricting opportunities to ork flexibly at
the point of hire, employers are cutting themselves off from a proportion of the candidate market.
Particularly for role types knon to suffer from acute skills shortage problems (for example,
information technology and engineering), there are clear benefits in accessing the ider talent pool
that is available to ork flexibly.

•

The lack of flexible hiring ill have a knock-on effect on job mobility and career progression. ithout
a flexible jobs market they can go to, many employees ill be getting ‘stuck’ in their current inflexible
jobs, or even choosing to trade don to get the flexibility they need. Businesses ill be losing out
through the under-utilisation of skills, and even the complete loss of valuable employees.

•

Employers looking for actions to tackle lo pay should consider unlocking intermediate-level roles to
flexibility as an aid to career progression. This ould have a positive impact on omen in part-time,
lo-paid ork ho currently opt out of progressing as they cannot retain the flexibility they need in
roles at the next level up.

Recommendations for the UK government
Through commissioning
There is a need for the government to address the structural barriers that prevent people ho need
flexibility from finding quality jobs. To help the 202,300 parents, older people and disabled people ho
are in poverty and could benefit from a quality flexible job, the government should:
•

ensure that people falling under conditionality ithin Universal Credit ho have restrictions on the
hours they can ork (due to caring responsibilities or disability) are supported to increase their
earnings through better-quality but still flexible or part-time ork, not just by orking more hours –
this ill require training for frontline advisors and employer engagement teams in the Department
for ork and Pensions/Jobcentre Plus on ho to position flexible hiring

•

stimulate more regional commissioning and employer action by encouraging local enterprise
partnerships to raise aareness of the benefits to employers of embracing flexible hiring through
regional jobs and groth strategies

•

require providers commissioned to deliver future ork Programme contracts to report on
placement salaries as ell as job entry targets.

To improve ider social mobility for the 1.9 million people ho are not achieving their full earning
potential, either because they are not orking or because they are orking in part-time jobs belo their
skill level, the government should:
•

improve prompts in Universal Jobmatch, to encourage employers to consider offering flexible
options hen they advertise their jobs – for example, they could use the folloing strapline of the
ork–life balance organisation orking Families: ‘Happy to Talk Flexible orking’
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•

signpost employers to useful resources and expert advice from services such as Timeise, the
Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) and orking Families

•

pilot a career advancement service that includes an employer-facing support service on flexible job
design.

Through monitoring
The government should consider:
•

extending national employer surveys carried out by the Office for National Statistics to include
analysis of part-time vacancies

•

asking larger employers (over 250 employees) to report on the pay gap beteen full-time and parttime earnings by occupational grouping and pay grade for existing employees
-

initially, this should be encouraged on a voluntary basis through the Government Equalities
Office’s Think, ct, Report initiative, ith a vie to being included in forthcoming legislative
changes to section 78 of the Equality ct 2010

-

it should be supported by signposting employers to advice and guidance on flexible job design.

Through its on hiring practices
The government can also demonstrate leadership as an employer in its on right. It could:
•

routinely advertise its on quality vacancies as open to flexibility at national, devolved, regional and
local levels – this ill enable the government to realise the benefits of attracting and retaining talent,
and to champion the benefits of flexible hiring from experience

•

undertake analysis through the Cabinet Office to determine the proportion of quality vacancies that
central government currently advertises on a flexible basis across all departments, and set an internal
target to increase this proportion – progress could be benchmarked against the Timeise Flexible
Jobs Index, hich reports annually on the proportion of jobs that are advertised ith part-time and
flexible orking options

•

encourage more local authorities to become Timeise Councils as a ay to help drive efficiencies
and deliver social value – Timeise Councils undertake to stimulate greater local labour market
flexibility by taking a leadership role on flexible orking and hiring as employers, as commissioners
and as influencers of suppliers and local employers.
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Introduction
In 2012, the Timeise Foundation, then under the brand omen Like Us, undertook research for the
Joseph Rontree Foundation (JRF) to highlight for the first time the lack of ‘quality’ jobs advertised ith
part-time hours at the point of hire (Steart et al., 2012).
The Timeise Foundation is no revisiting this research, in order to provide an up-to-date analysis of the
proportion of quality jobs for all forms of flexible orking, across the hole of the UK (the earlier
research as restricted to London and to part-time jobs).
The aim of the research is to understand hat impact there could be on raising family living standards if
there as an increased number of quality flexible job vacancies, by enabling more people in lo-income
households ho need flexibility to enter and progress in the jobs market.
This introductory chapter sets out the policy background for this research and then goes on to outline
the methodology.

Policy and practice interventions
The Timeise Foundation’s 2012 analysis for JRF identified a link beteen stimulating quality part-time
jobs and reducing maternal orklessness and child poverty. This ork highlighted for the first time the
state of the part-time vacancy market – previous research (Lyonette and Baldauf, 2010; Bell et al., 2012)
had looked just at the employment market.
The research led to an increased recognition ithin government policy that there is a need to identify
ays to stimulate more quality jobs and more jobs that can be done on a part-time or flexible basis, as a
means to raise family living standards. It helped to move the policy debate aay from just the supply side
(skills) to also the demand side (ho jobs are created and shaped and ho employers operate).
Hoever, this has not yet fully translated into policy interventions. The employment, skills and elfareto-ork systems are still focused on supporting jobseekers to become job ready, through a combination
of skills training and employability support programmes. There is much less investment in employerfacing interventions to stimulate the kind of flexible jobs that parents, other carers and some disabled
people need. ithout this, reforms such as Universal Credit ill have limited impact.
The Timeise Foundation has had influence in driving action both ith employers and among local and
regional policy-makers in London to create impact by investing in this ork and in leading by example as
employers themselves. Much of this has been stimulated by the Timeise Foundation’s previous research.
But there is a need for policy-makers to drive a further shift at the national level toards investing in
demand-side interventions and to stimulate more employer action directly on flexible job design and
changing recruitment practices.
Previous Timeise research ith 500 managers in 2014 highlighted that nine out of ten ould consider
offering jobs ith flexible hours for the right candidate at the point of recruitment. Hoever, only three
out of ten managers are actively doing this. The barrier cited as that business leaders are not enabling
this to happen (Timeise, 2014).
In order to stimulate leadership action, both policy-makers and employers need:
•

up-to-date evidence of the potential impact that opening up more quality roles to flexibility could
have on raising living standards

•

ne insight into the gap beteen the number of jobs advertised as full-time and those advertised as
being open to flexible orking.
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Taking action on closing the gap is then made a tangible target. In addition, if employers are made aare
of the proportion of their existing employees ho ork flexibly (hich can be provided from existing data
from the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) and other organisations), then they
can be encouraged to see the need for the shift in recruitment practice toards flexible hiring.
Hoever, sound data on the flexible jobs market has not been available to date. The Office for National
Statistics does not collect market data on part-time vacancies outside of Jobcentre Plus and has no
methodology for analysing the flexible vacancy market.
This refreshed research tackles the data gap and provides the evidence needed for the Timeise
Foundation and others to influence employers and policy-makers to act. It expands the earlier analysis to
better reflect the market, as follos:
•

On the supply side: the research looks at all groups for hom better-quality part-time and flexible
ork could have an impact on raising living standards, not just omen. This includes fathers, older
orkers and disabled people.

•

On the demand side: all flexible vacancies are analysed (not just part-time) and the research is
expanded to have a national reach.

•

To underpin this, the benchmark for a quality flexible job is refreshed, to correlate more closely to
living standards.

 note on terminology
In this report, a ‘quality’ job means any job paying over £10.63 per hour, hich is the threshold needed
for parents, older people and disabled people to reach minimum income standards.
The term ‘older people’ is used throughout to refer to people aged 50+, unless indicated otherise.
 ‘flexible’ job includes any job that either is advertised as part-time or, if full-time, is advertised offering
at least one of the folloing forms of flexibility:
•

the possibility of a reduced hours contract

•

a different pattern of ork such as flexitime or shifts (provided the arrangement is intended to offer
choice and a better ork–life balance, rather than being restrictive or necessitating unsociable
hours)

•

the ability to ork from home for some or all of the orking eek

•

an openness to discussion about flexibility on either hours or location.

The term excludes jobs that involve lo-paid zero-hours contracts, temping ork, self-employment,
freelancing and franchise opportunities.

Research design and methods
The Timeise Foundation orked ith the Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion, and vacancy
analysis experts Talent Cube, to undertake the primary and secondary research listed belo. Full details of
the methodology can be found in the appendices.
•

a literature revie (see ppendix 1) of previous research relating to flexible and part-time ork and
ho it impacts living standards

•

ne analysis of the pay gap beteen part-time and full-time ork, including occupational
composition, based on Labour Force Survey (LFS) data
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•

calculation of a target pay threshold for a quality flexible job in order for parents, older people and
disabled people to meet minimum income standards, using the minimum income standards research
carried out by the Centre for Research in Social Policy for JRF

•

quantification of the number and proportion of quality job vacancies that are currently open to
flexible and/or part-time hours in the UK jobs market, through analysis of over 3.5 million job
advertisements on UK jobs boards

•

analysis of the gap beteen the supply of quality jobs advertised ith flexible orking options and the
demand for flexibility from the UK orkforce, using LFS data together ith findings from the
previously mentioned 2014 research by Timeise

•

analysis of the number of people in the three groups under study (parents, older people and disabled
people) ho ant part-time ork and have the earning potential to secure a quality job paying above
the pay threshold, using LFS data on earnings related to highest qualification level

•

analysis of the household incomes of people in the three groups ho have the necessary
qualifications to attain a quality job, looking at hether they are not orking or orking above or
belo the quality job pay threshold, thus indicating the impact on household income that could be
realised by moving into a quality flexible job – the data source for this analysis being the Family
Resources Survey (FRS)

•

analysis of the number of sufficiently ell-qualified people in the three groups ho are in poverty
and could benefit from finding a quality flexible job, using data from the FRS.
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1 Do part-time orkers earn less
per hour because they take jobs
belo their skill level?
This chapter sets the context for the need for quality part-time jobs, by analysing the extent to hich
part-time orkers earn less than the level they could attain if they orked full-time. The chapter starts
ith some analysis of hourly pay rates for part-time orkers, shoing that they are disadvantaged by a
pay differential and not simply because they ork feer hours. The chapter then goes on to explore ho
the loer pay rates for part-time orkers are largely due to their occupations, specifically examining the
under-utilisation of skills among the largest target group of parents.
Figure 1 shos median full-time and part-time hourly earnings by qualification level, and demonstrates
that part-time orkers earn less per hour than their full-time counterparts at each level of qualification.

The median part-time orker qualified to NQF Level 4 and above (degree level) earns £3.51 less per
hour than if they ere full-time. For those ith trade apprenticeships the earnings gap is £3.42 per hour
orked. For NQF Level 3 orkers ( Levels or equivalent), the gap is £2.64 per hour.
These pay differentials are summarised in Figure 2.
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The differences in pay levels beteen part- and full-time orkers are largely due to a different
occupational composition of the jobs done. hile 77% of full-time permanent orkers ith NQF Level 4
and above ork in managerial, professional and associate professional jobs, for part-time orkers only
56% of those qualified to the same level ork in these groups of jobs. For parents orking part-time (the
largest target group), 60% of those ith NQF Level 4 and above ork in these groups. These patterns are
shon in Figure 3.
Figure 3 shos that there are strong patterns relating the occupations of orkers to the qualification
level they have attained, as ould be expected. Hoever, the occupations are not completely determined
by the qualification level. This applies in both directions. There are managers ith all qualification levels
but also people orking in elementary occupations ith all qualification levels. The same applies to all
other occupational groups.
Hoever, across all occupations it is striking that a higher proportion of parents ho ork part-time have
occupations belo their full-time counterparts ith similar qualification levels.
Similar patterns apply to the other target groups of part-time orkers – older people and disabled
people: more of those orking part-time ork in loer-paid occupations than similarly qualified full-time
orkers.
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2 Setting a target pay threshold
for quality part-time or flexible
jobs
Chapter 1 demonstrated an adverse pay differential among part-time orkers, and shoed that
occupation is a significant contributory factor. This chapter estimates a target pay rate that separates out
quality part-time or flexible jobs from those of loer quality. The purpose of the distinction is to set a pay
1
threshold at hich parents, older people and disabled people can meet minimum income standards.
The calculations involved an analysis of minimum income standards ork carried out by the Centre for
2
Research in Social Policy for JRF. This includes a table of the gross annual, eekly and hourly pay
needed for a family to have a minimum decent standard of living, as defined by the public.
Hoever, the needs of parents and disabled people are higher than those of people ithout children and
non-disabled people, so their target pay rates are correspondingly higher than the overall hourly rate of
£9.20 set out in the minimum income standards research.  full explanation of the calculation
methodology for the different groups can be found in ppendix 2.
The target pay thresholds are shon in Table 1. The overall target rate of £10.63 per hour is eighted by
the estimated population of each target group, using the LFS.
Table 1: Target pay threshold for a quality part-time or flexible job
Group
Overall target rate
Parents
Disabled people
Older people
Source: Minimum income standards and LFS

Target pay
per hour
£10.63
£11.67
£11.51
£6.90

nnual equivalent based on
35 hours per eek
£19,348
£21,243
£20,953
£12,558

It should be noted that this analysis as carried out to provide a proxy for a salary threshold that could
equate to a quality job, in order to determine a baseline above hich to analyse the vacancy market.
Hoever, it should not be treated as comprehensive modelling on a salary threshold for minimum income
standards, as it does not take into account varying factors such as family size and childcare. Further
analysis ould need to be undertaken to explore this in more detail, particularly in the context of the
recent government budget announcement on the national living age.
In the remainder of this report, the overall target figure of £10.63 per hour is used as the threshold
for a quality flexible job. Hoever, it should be remembered that, as already mentioned, for parents and
disabled people a quality flexible job ould require a higher pay rate than this, as shon in Table 1.
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3 Ho many quality jobs are
advertised ith flexible options?
This chapter provides analysis of the UK recruitment market, looking at the proportion and number of
vacancies paid above the target hourly rate of £10.63 that are advertised ith options to ork part-time
or flexibly. It goes on to examine ho the share of quality flexible job vacancies varies by role type, salary
and region.

Overall availability of quality flexible job vacancies
To quantify the volume of quality flexible jobs available in the advertised jobs market, the analysis used
the target pay rate of £10.63 per hour for a quality job, for hich the full-time equivalent salary is
approximately £19,500 a year. dditionally, to meet the criteria for a quality flexible job, temporary jobs
and self-employment opportunities ere excluded.
The analysis as based on job advertisements from 122 jobs boards in the six-month period from July to
December 2014. The jobs ere filtered using 70 keyords indicating different forms of part-time and
flexible orking. djustments ere made to the data to take account of duplicate jobs, and also to allo
for keyords related to flexibility found in longer job advertisement text than ere stored on the source
database.  full explanation of the methodology can be found in ppendix 3.
s shon in Table 2, the proportion of quality job vacancies advertised ith flexible options as
found to be 6.2% . This equates to a monthly average of 24,290 quality flexible vacancies.
Table 2: Number and proportion of quality job advertisements that offer flexible orking options

Not flexible
Flexible
Total

Number over
6 months

verage number
per month

2,189,194
145,740
2,334,934

364,866
24,290
389,156

Percentage

93.8%
6.2%
100%

nalysis by role type, salary and region
In the data subsets shon in the folloing analysis, it as not statistically viable to make the adjustment
that as made to the overall figures (to include keyords related to flexibility from longer job
advertisement text). Because of this, the percentages shon do not tally ith the overall rate of 6.2% and
are presented to the nearest round per cent. Hoever, the analysis usefully indicates the relative
proportions of quality flexible jobs by role, salary and region.

By role
The proportion of quality jobs advertised ith flexible options varies considerably depending on the type
of role, as shon in Table 3.
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Table 3: Relative proportion of quality jobs advertised ith flexibility, by role type
Role type
Health/social care
Education/training
Military/policing/security
dministration/secretarial/personal assistant
Human resources
Retail
Customer service
Supply chain/logistics
Sales
Legal
ccounting/finance
rts/media/design
Catering/hospitality
Banking/insurance
Science/technology
Consultant/analyst

Percentage
20%
13%
7%
6%
5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

Information technology

2%

Director/management

2%

Marketing/advert/public relations

2%

Engineering/manufacturing

2%

Health and social care jobs, and also education and training jobs, are in significantly greater supply than all
other categories. It is important to note that these are role types, not industry sectors. Extensive
sampling of the job advertisements suggested that, for health and social care, the figures reflect the
common practice of employing nurses, care orkers and clinical staff in flexible shift patterns. For
education and training, the figures reflect the use of supply teachers and also part-time arrangements for
teaching assistants and those orking in adult education.
The differences beteen the role categories are extreme: the proportion of health and social care jobs
advertised ith flexible options is ten times greater than it is for roles in engineering, marketing, senior
management or information technology. Health and education are knon to be particularly ‘feminised’
role categories and this may have led to their more idespread practice of flexible hiring.
Retail and catering are knon to have large numbers of part-time and flexible roles at loer salaries. It is
interesting to see lo rates of retail and catering jobs being advertised ith flexibility at salaries above
£19,500 full-time equivalent. There is clearly a lack of progression for those in these roles ho ant to
climb higher up the pay scale but need to retain their flexible orking pattern.

By salary
nalysis by salary band reveals that job opportunities for flexible orking decline as the salary rises, as
shon in Figure 4.
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The salary bands £19,500 to £39,999 represent 62% of all jobs analysed and therefore their share of
quality flexible jobs is close to the overall rate. bove £40,000 the proportion of jobs advertised ith
flexibility falls aay by half.

By region
nalysis by UK region shos a strong bias aay from London, as shon in Figure 5.

Candidates looking for quality flexible jobs have comparatively greater opportunities in Scotland,
Northern Ireland and the north-east of England. London fares the orst, reflecting a regional bias that
can also be seen in Office for National Statistics data, hich highlights that the proportion of people
3
orking part-time in London is loer than the national average.
Hoever, it is important not to let regional bias distract from lo rates of flexible hiring everyhere.
Candidates for quality flexible jobs ill face challenges in all regions of the UK.
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4 Supply versus demand for
flexible jobs
This chapter assesses the number of people ho ant to ork flexibly, and briefly compares this to the
supply of quality flexible jobs.
There are difficulties in quantifying demand for flexible orking. The LFS collects data on people ho are
not orking and ant to ork part-time. dditionally, it gathers data on the number of people in parttime ork ho do not ant a full-time job. Hoever, it does not collect data on ho many people in fulltime ork ould prefer to ork part-time. Separately, the Office for National Statistics provides data on
home-orking, but this ill overlap ith its part-time data and so is not included in this report. Beyond
part-time orking and home-orking, there are many other forms of flexible ork (for example,
flexitime, shifts and term-time ork) for hich there is no reliable source of data on the number of
employees involved, and hether their orking pattern is contractual or informal.
Table 4 shos the numbers of people ho ant flexible ork, across all salary levels, from the best
available sources.
Table 4: Numbers of people in the UK ho ant to ork flexibly, by ork status
Number
ork status
0.4 million
Not currently in ork and ant to ork part-time
5.4 million
orking part-time and do not ant a full-time job
8.7 million
orking full-time, do not have flexibility but claim they ant it
14.5 million
Total number of people ho ant flexible orking
Sources:
The numbers for people not in ork and for those orking part-time: LFS data (averages for January to
December 2014)
The number of full-time orkers ho ould prefer to ork flexibly: Timeise (2014)
4

The total of 14.5 million people anting flexible ork represented 47% of the potential labour force in
2014. ith only 6.2% of quality jobs being open to flexible orking options, there is clearly a substantial
gap beteen supply and demand for quality flexible jobs. (Information is not available on hether the
proportion of people anting flexibility varies above/belo the £19,500 threshold. Hoever, the number
5
of people qualified to earn above that level is substantial: 22.9 million people, or 57% of the population
aged 16–64.)
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5 Ho many parents, older people
and disabled people are competing
for quality flexible jobs?
This chapter focuses on the three target groups (parents, older people and disabled people) and
investigates ho many of them might be capable of attaining a quality flexible job paying at least £10.63
per hour if more of these ere available.
In the first section of the chapter, LFS earnings information is used to identify qualification levels at hich
full-time orkers earn above the quality jobs threshold of £10.63 per hour.
The second section looks at the numbers of people in the target groups ho:
•

ant part-time or flexible ork and

•

have the qualifications needed for a quality job if they ere orking full-time and

•

are either not orking currently or are orking part-time at loer pay.

Qualifications needed to attain the target pay rate
Figure 6 shos the median earnings level for full-time orkers by qualification level. Use of the median is
the normal practice recommended by the Office for National Statistics, as it is less affected by individual
high earners than is the mean. It should be noted that use of the median is a simplification. There ill be
full-time orkers ith loer qualifications earning above £10.63 per hour, but the median is a
representative figure.

Figure 6 shos that full-time orkers ith qualifications at NQF Level 4 and above (graduates) and those
ith trade apprenticeships have earnings that exceed the £10.63 per hour target.
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The estimate for those ith NQF Level 3 ( Levels or equivalent) is marginally belo the target. Hoever,
the confidence interval for the NQF Level 3 median does include the £10.63 target, so people ith NQF
Level 3 qualifications are included in subsequent analyses.
For the remainder of this report, people ith a trade apprenticeship or qualifications at NQF Level
3 and above are referred to as ‘ell qualified’.
The estimates and confidence intervals for all other qualification levels fall belo the target pay threshold.

Numbers of those anting part-time ork, ho are
capable of earning above the quality job threshold
To identify ho many people in the three groups (parents, older people and disabled people) are
competing for quality flexible jobs, a calculation as made to assess the number of people in these groups
across all qualification levels. This as a complex process, excluding some subgroups such as parents ith
a child under the age of one, hile including others such as ‘inactive’ orkless people.  full explanation
of the methodology can be found in ppendix 4.
6

In summary, the analysis identified 5,423,000 people in the target groups ho have a part-time job and
do not ant full-time ork.  further 362,000 are not currently orking but seeking part-time ork.
t this point, those people ho are ell qualified, according to the analysis of qualifications needed to
attain a quality full-time job, are immediately classed as being capable of earning above the target pay
rate of £10.63 per hour. The numbers are shon in Table 5 and are averages over 2014.
Table 5: Numbers of people hose qualifications make them plausible recruits for quality part-time
ork
Part-time, employed
belo target pay rate,
do not ant
full-time ork

orkless, seeking
part-time ork

Total

1,559,000

154,000

1,713,000

ll parents

824,000

84,000

908,000

Older people

398,000

42,000

440,000

196,000

41,000

237,000

Total

Disabled people
Source: LFS

The total ro in Table 5 includes people ho are not parents, older or disabled, but are otherise ithin
the group specified in the column headings. There are also overlaps ithin the groups, for example
disabled parents. Including these overlaps in Table 5 shos the scale of the issues for each group.
In addition to the numbers shon in Table 5, there are 198,000 ell-qualified orkless people in the
target groups ho have no preference beteen part- and full-time ork. This brings the number of ellqualified orkless people seeking part-time ork to a potential total of 352,000, and the total number of
people ho could benefit from a quality flexible job to 1,911,000.
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6 The potential impact of quality
flexible jobs on raising family living
standards
This chapter examines the possible effects on family incomes that might occur if ell-qualified people
anting part-time and flexible ork ere able to move into a quality flexible job at or above the target
pay rate.
First, analysis looks at the average incomes of households containing ell-qualified people in the target
groups, ho are either orkless or orking part-time (paid above and belo the target pay rate).
The analysis then examines the numbers of such households ho are belo the poverty line (using the
usual measure of 60% of equalised income before housing costs) hen either not orking or orking
part-time belo the target pay level.
The source of information in this chapter is the 2012/13 Family Resources Survey (FRS). The FRS is the
source of standard measures of poverty, hich are based on net income after tax and national insurance,
and taking into account non-age incomes from all sources.
Hoever, there are some negative features of the FRS, and differences in ho target groups are defined.
s it is aimed at identifying family resources (financial), it is less detailed on people’s desires and activity in
the labour market than the LFS. In particular, it is not possible to identify people ho are actually looking
for part-time ork.
Those orking in part-time jobs can be identified, and also those ho are in poverty, are both ell
qualified and fit into the groups of parents, older people and disabled people. Therefore, it is possible to
identify family incomes and numbers in poverty for people ho ould benefit by quality flexible jobs
being available, but not to identify those ho are looking no for such jobs. It is likely that if there ere
many more quality flexible jobs available, then people ho are not currently looking for ork and are in
poverty ould apply for those jobs.
Further comment on the viability of the FRS as a source of data can be found in ppendix 5.

Family incomes
Family income is the gross income from all sources of all household members, including any benefits they
may receive. The figures reported here are average household income figures – there is, as alays, a
distribution of incomes above and belo the average.
The family incomes analysis in this section is based on the circumstances of families that include members
of the target groups ho are ell qualified (to  Level or higher).
Figure 7 shos the family incomes of ell-qualified parents and disabled people ho are not orking, and
compares this to those orking part-time at pay rates belo or above the target rate of £10.63 per
hour.
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For those looking after family or home, family incomes are greater among those ho are not orking
than they are among those ho are orking part-time belo £10.63 per hour. The FRS is based on
average family incomes and so the most likely explanation is that one member of a coupled household
chooses not to ork hen the other is on a high full-time salary, hereas a poorly paid part-time orker
is likely to need to ork because the primary earner is on a lo age. This ill not be the case for
households here someone is disabled, as there is much higher involuntary orklessness among disabled
people.
For both those looking after family or home and disabled people, household incomes here the parttime orker is paid belo the hourly pay target are in excess of £20,000 a year less than equivalent
families here the part-time orker is paid above the target pay rate.
The difference in average family incomes beteen those ith a part-time orker paid belo or above the
£10.63 target is clearly far greater than the difference in hourly pay itself. hether this relates to the
hours of ork or to other aspects of family income as not analysed in this research.
These differences are the first approximation of the impact that achieving a quality part-time job that is
paid at or above £10.63 per hour ill have on family living standards. The exact impact ill differ
depending on individual family circumstances.
Figure 8 examines the impact of belo-target earnings for the third group – older people – and shos a
similar picture. here the part-time orker is paid belo the £10.63 target, total family incomes for 55to 64-year-olds average £42,000, hile for those here part-time pay is above the £10.63 level,
household incomes average £66,000. For those orking part-time ho are aged 65 and over, household
incomes including any pension income sho a smaller disparity. Those paid belo the £10.63 target have
a family income averaging £43,000, hile those paid above that level have a family income averaging
£60,000.
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Ho many people are in poverty and could benefit by
getting a quality flexible job?
hile statistics on family incomes are based on average gross household incomes, poverty is measured
using after-tax household income, adjusted for the size of the family. The adjustment is done such that
the income of a couple ithout children is stated as it is, hile that for larger households is reduced as
the size of the family increases. The scale used is the ‘Modified OECD Equivalence Scale’.
ithin the target groups, the FRS has been used to identify the numbers of people ho are ell qualified
(and therefore could potentially do a quality job) and are also in poverty as measured by 60% of the
median household income (sourced from the Department for ork and Pension’s Household Belo
verage Income estimates for 2012/13; DP, 2014).
s the FRS does not collect information on those ho are actually looking for part-time ork, the
analysis can only sho the total numbers ho fall into the groups and could benefit from part-time or
flexible ork (rather than claim to ant it). s a result, the numbers in the ‘not orking and in poverty’
category are larger than those in the analysis in Table 5 (source LFS), hich shos those not orking and
looking for part-time ork. Both tables sho those ho are above the qualifications threshold.
The numbers from the FRS analysis are shon in Table 6. Note that the poverty line does not take
account of the additional costs of disability. Hoever, any disability benefits received ill be taken into
account as income.
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Table 6: Numbers of ell-qualified people ho are in poverty and could benefit from greater
availability of quality flexible ork

Looking after family or
home
Disabled people
Older people
(aged 55–64)
Retired people
(aged 65 and over)
Source: FRS

Not orking
and in poverty

orking part-time belo
the £10.63 threshold

Total

101,000

12,800

113,800

78,000

10,500

88,500

25,000

29,000

54,000

60,000

60,000

Table 6 does not provide a total number for all groups, because the older and retired people categories
overlap ith the others. Hoever, the groups ‘looking after family or home’ and ‘disabled people’ are
mutually exclusive and can be totalled.
The total number of households in poverty, containing ell-qualified people ho could benefit
from part-time ork and are either looking after family or are disabled, is 202,300.
Out of these 202,300 people, 25,200 or 12.5% could move out of poverty if they orked at the £10.63
hourly rate, as shon in Table 7. (gain, this total comes from the groups ‘looking after family or home’
and ‘disabled people’, as there is no overlap beteen these groups.) n explanation of the methodology
for this aspect of the analysis can be found in ppendix 6.
Table 7: Numbers of ell-qualified people taken out of poverty by jobs at £10.63

Not orking
Looking after family or home
Disabled people
Older people (aged 55–64)
Source: FRS

orking part-time belo
the £10.63 threshold

Total

13,500

8,300

21,800

3,400

0

3,400

5,300

12,500

17,800

The proportions of people taken out of poverty are shon in Table 8. The proportion is highest for the
group ho are looking after family or home and ho are currently orking part-time belo the £10.63
level – 65%. The impact on orking older people is also quite large, but not that on disabled people.
Table 8: Percentage of those identified as in poverty lifted over the poverty line, by part-time
ages at £10.63

Looking after family or home
Disabled people
Older people (aged 55–64)
Source: FRS

Not orking

orking part-time belo
the £10.63 threshold

ll

13%

65%

19%

4%

0%

4%

21%

43%

33%
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For most people ho are currently orkless, orking 19.7 hours (average hours for equivalent part-time
orkers) at £10.63 per eek does not lift the family over the poverty line, despite hatever other
income is coming into the family.
One conclusion is that, for the relatively large numbers identified as being orkless and in poverty,
£10.63 per hour is an inadequate pay level.
For those ho are ell qualified, orking part-time and paid above the £10.63 level, the average hourly
pay is £21.35, ith half of them being paid over £16.78. These hourly rates ould be likely to have a
larger effect on poverty than the £10.63 level, hich (on a full-time equivalent level) is ell belo median
pay.

Impact for less ell-qualified people
Further to the benefits for ell-qualified people, an increase in quality flexible jobs ould stimulate
greater job mobility and tackle under-employment for 87,000 people ith loer qualification levels (NQF
Level 2/General Certificates of Secondary Education (GCSEs)), ho are currently looking only for parttime ork because they are parents, disabled and/or older. This is because people qualified to earn
£10.63 or above ould potentially be able to move into flexible jobs at their earning potential, and no
longer dongrade in order to gain flexibility, thereby freeing up vacancies at loer levels.

The demand for quality flexible jobs from people in
poverty
The analysis has found that there are 24,290 quality flexible vacancies available (monthly average), hile
the number of households in poverty, containing ell-qualified people ho could benefit from part-time
ork and are either looking after family or are disabled, is 202,300. This means that for each quality
flexible vacancy, there are at least 8.1 people in the target groups ho are in poverty, of hom 7.4
people are orkless.
The rate of 7.4 orkless people competing for (and qualified for) each quality flexible job compares
poorly ith the equivalent rate of 0.9 orkless qualified people per quality full-time job. n eight-fold
increase is needed in the supply of quality flexible jobs, for it to match the supply of quality full-time jobs,
in relation to demand from orkless, qualified people in poverty.
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7 Key findings, implications and
recommendations
This research has filled a critical gap in knoledge around flexible orking. It has looked at the number of
quality flexible job opportunities available at the point of hire. It has also explored the potential impact on
raising family living standards if there ere an increased number of quality flexible job vacancies, by
enabling more people in lo-income households ho need flexibility to enter and progress in the jobs
market.
Hoever, it is important to highlight that closing the gap beteen quality jobs advertised as full-time and
those ith flexible hours is just one step toards improving the quality of all jobs. The impact of closing
this gap ill primarily affect those for hom flexibility in ork is as important a consideration as pay,
hereas for others full-time inflexible ork ith decent pay ill remain a priority.
The research delivers important learning for employers and the government. The key findings of the
research are set out belo, together ith their implications and some recommendations.

Key findings
•

Part-time orkers earn less per hour than their full-time counterparts at every level of qualification.
The median part-time orker qualified to NQF Level 4 and above earns £3.51 less per hour. For
those ith trade apprenticeships, the earnings gap is £3.42 per hour. NQF Level 3 orkers lose
£2.64 per hour.

•

The differences in pay levels beteen part- and full-time orkers are largely due to them orking in
different occupations. For example, hile 77% of full-time orkers ith NQF Level 4 and above ork
in managerial, professional and associate professional jobs, for equivalent part-time orkers only 56%
ork in these groups of jobs.

•

For people in the target groups under study (parents, older people and disabled people) to meet
minimum income standards, they need to earn at least £10.63 per hour. This hourly rate establishes
the target pay threshold used in this report to denote a quality job, for hich the full-time equivalent
salary is approximately £19,500 a year.

•

Of the quality job vacancies (those ith salaries over £19,500 full-time equivalent), 6.2% are
advertised ith options to ork flexibly. This equates to a monthly average of 24,290 jobs.

•

The supply of quality flexible jobs (6.2% of all quality vacancies) compares poorly to demand for
flexible orking, hich across all salary levels is 47%.

•

The availability of quality flexible jobs varies significantly across different types of roles. Such jobs are
most scarce in engineering, marketing, senior management and information technology, hile to
role categories fare relatively ell – health and social care, and education and training.

•

The availability of quality flexible jobs declines as the salary rises.

•

vailability is higher outside London – candidates looking for flexible job vacancies in Scotland,
Northern Ireland and the north-east of England ill find three times as many vacancies, as a
proportion of all jobs, as a candidate in London.

•

mong the three target groups, 5.8 million people are either orking part-time and do not ant fulltime ork, or are currently not orking and ant to ork part-time or flexibly.

•

There are 1.9 million people (predominantly parents, older people and disabled people) ho could
benefit from a quality flexible job and hold the necessary qualification levels (NQF Level 3 or above,
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or a trade apprenticeship) to attain one.  large majority – 1,559,000 people – are currently in parttime ork belo the pay rate for a quality job.  further 154,000 people are not orking and are
seeking part-time ork. There are 198,000 people ho are orkless and have no preference
beteen part- and full-time ork.
•

nalysis of family incomes shos that here a ell-qualified part-time orker is paid belo the
quality job pay threshold, their total household income is in excess of £20,000 a year less than an
equivalent family here the part-time orker is paid above the target pay rate.

•

Poverty impact analysis (using the usual measure of 60% of equalised income before housing costs)
shos that 202,300 ell-qualified people in the target groups are in poverty and could benefit from
quality part-time ork. Of these, 25,200 ould actually move out of poverty if they secured such
ork.

•

The demand for quality flexible jobs is far in excess of the average monthly supply of 24,290 jobs.
There are 8.1 people in poverty for each quality flexible vacancy, of hom 7.4 people are orkless.
For quality full-time jobs, the demand is only 0.9 orkless people per vacancy. n eight-fold increase
in the number of quality flexible job vacancies ould be needed for supply versus demand to match
that of quality full-time jobs.

•

 further 87,000 people qualified to NQF Level 2 could benefit from increased earnings if there
ere an increase in quality part-time and flexible vacancies, because of the availability of flexible jobs
belo £19,500 that are currently taken by over-qualified people.

Implications and recommendations for employers
•

The research has identified a large gap beteen flexible orking (hich is no idely accessible to
employees) and flexible hiring (hich is relatively rare). By not saying they are open to flexibility in
recruitment advertising, employers are cutting themselves off from a proportion of the candidate
market, hich includes some of the very best available talent. Particularly for role types knon to
suffer from acute skills shortage problems (for example, information technology and engineering),
there are clear benefits in accessing the ider talent pool that is available to ork flexibly.

•

Furthermore, ithout a flexible jobs market they can go to, many employees ill be getting ‘stuck’ in
their current inflexible jobs, or even choosing to trade don to get the flexibility they need.
Businesses ill be losing out through the under-utilisation of skills, and even the complete loss of
valuable employees.

•

Businesses anting to improve diversity ithin their organisations need to adapt to flexible hiring at
recruitment. The lack of job mobility for flexible orkers is a major factor in the failure of the female
talent pipeline.

•

Employers looking for actions to tackle lo pay should consider unlocking intermediary-level roles to
flexibility as an aid to career progression. This ould have a positive impact on omen in part-time,
lo-paid ork ho currently opt out of progressing as they cannot retain the flexibility they need in
roles at the next level up.

•

Opening up to flexible hiring does not commit an employer to making a role flexible. It just means
being open to discussion for the right candidate.

Recommendations for the UK government
The research has provided evidence to the government of the potential impact that opening up more
quality roles to flexibility could have on raising living standards, and this gives rise to a number of possible
interventions. Recommendations are detailed belo, under three different approaches that the
government can take to effect change.
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Through commissioning
There is a need for the government to address the structural barriers that prevent people ho need
flexibility from finding quality jobs.
Supporting people into quality flexible ork is not solely a matter of providing skills and employability
training for individuals. Far more importantly, it also requires a focus on stimulating demand from
employers for flexible orkers, and offering support on job design to help employers offer flexibility at
the point of hire.
To help the 202,300 parents, older people and disabled people ho are in poverty and could benefit from
a quality flexible job, the government should:
•

ensure that people falling under conditionality ithin Universal Credit ho have restrictions on the
hours they can ork (due to caring responsibilities or disability) are supported to increase their
earnings through better-quality but still flexible or part-time ork, not just by orking more hours –
this ill require training for frontline advisors and employer engagement teams in the Department
for ork and Pensions/Jobcentre Plus on ho to position flexible hiring

•

stimulate more regional commissioning and employer action by encouraging local enterprise
partnerships to raise aareness of the benefits to employers of embracing flexible hiring through
regional jobs and groth strategies

•

require providers commissioned to deliver future ork Programme contracts to report on
placement salaries as ell as job entry targets.

To improve ider social mobility for the 1.9 million people ho are not achieving their full earning
potential, either because they are not orking or are orking in part-time jobs belo their skill level, the
government should:
•

improve prompts in Universal Jobmatch, to encourage employers to consider offering flexible
options hen they advertise their jobs – for example, they could use the folloing strapline of the
ork–life balance organisation orking Families: ‘Happy to Talk Flexible orking’

•

signpost employers to useful resources and expert advice from services such as Timeise, the
Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD), and orking Families

•

pilot a career advancement service that includes an employer-facing support service on flexible job
design.

Through monitoring
The research has identified a lack of monitoring of the flexible jobs market. In particular, the Office for
National Statistics currently only collects data on part-time jobs advertised ithin Jobcentre Plus.
The government should consider:
•

extending national employer surveys carried out by the Office for National Statistics to include
analysis of part-time vacancies

•

asking larger employers (over 250 employees) to report on the pay gap beteen full-time and parttime earnings by occupational grouping and pay grade for existing employees
-

initially, this should be encouraged on a voluntary basis through the Government Equalities
Office’s Think, ct, Report initiative, ith a vie to being included in forthcoming legislative
changes to section 78 of the Equality ct 2010

-

it should be supported by signposting employers to advice and guidance on flexible job design.
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Through its on hiring practices
The government can also demonstrate leadership as an employer in its on right. It could:
•

routinely advertise its on quality vacancies as open to flexibility at national, devolved, regional and
local levels – this ill enable government to realise the benefits of attracting and retaining talent, and
to champion the benefits of flexible hiring from experience

•

undertake analysis through the Cabinet Office to determine the proportion of quality vacancies that
central government currently advertises on a flexible basis across all departments, and set an internal
target to increase this proportion – progress could be benchmarked against the Timeise Flexible
Jobs Index, hich reports annually on the proportion of jobs that are advertised ith part-time and
flexible orking options

•

encourage more local authorities to become Timeise Councils as a ay to help drive efficiencies
and deliver social value – Timeise Councils undertake to stimulate greater local labour market
flexibility by taking a leadership role on flexible orking and hiring as employers, as commissioners
and as influencers of suppliers and local employers.
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Notes
1.

Previous analysis into a pay threshold for quality part-time ork has defined it as £20,000 full-time
equivalent or above (Lyonette and Baldauf, 2010). Hoever, analysis as not directly linked to
minimum income standards.

2.

The reports are available from: .lboro.ac.uk/research/crsp/mis/

3.

Source: Office for National Statistics, Regional Labour Market Statistics, pril 2015. Tenty-three
per cent of employees in London ork part-time, the loest proportion of any UK region (the
average proportion for the UK as a hole is 27%).

4.

Source: Labour Force Survey. Total potential labour force = existing labour force (employed and
unemployed people), together ith those inactive and seeking ork, ho are not currently included
ithin the ‘labour force’ in National Statistics.

5.

Source: Office for National Statistics, nnual Population Survey, March 2015.

6.

Due to aggregating different cohorts, this figure is higher than the total number of people anting
part-time ork.
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ppendix 1: Literature revie
The literature revie as conducted through a combination of online searches, as ell as making use of
the published reports and documents of reputable organisations ith proven expertise in research into
the areas of part-time and flexible orking. The revie also dre on Centre for Economic and Social
Inclusion research materials from previous projects in partnership ith other research organisations.

Evidence of the demand for flexible or part-time ork
•

The UK has one of the highest rates of part-time orking in the European Union (EU) (arren,
2008; Bradsha et al., 2010). Part-time ork in the UK rose during the recent economic donturn
(Bradsha et al., 2010; Frazer and Marlier, 2010).

•

hile under-employment is rising, eight out of ten of the eight million part-time orkers still choose
part-time hours.

•

Furthermore, research by Timeise (2014) has highlighted that a further 8.7 million people ant
flexibility in their careers no.

•

The majority of the people ho choose part-time ork are parents, particularly lone parents and
potential second earners – mainly omen.

•

The reasons hy people ork reduced hours range from pursuing education to anting more leisure
time, and from the desire or need to care for family and friends to the availability of jobs (Timeise,
2014). Based on an analysis of data from the 2013 EU Labour Force Survey (EU LFS) by the Institute
for Public Policy Research (IPPR), the most common reason for orking part-time given by omen
in the seven countries included in its study as to reconcile ork commitments ith caring
responsibilities (Silim and Stirling, 2014). This illustrates the fact that omen continue to play the role
of primary carers in modern economies. In the UK, 41.7% of omen ho ork part-time do so
primarily to take care of children or adults ho are unable to take care of themselves. The inability to
find full-time ork is also a commonly cited reason for orking part-time (Silim and Stirling, 2014).

The link beteen families in part-time ork
and poverty
•

The UK experiences the highest part-time pay penalty in Europe (Resolution Foundation, 2012).

•

In the UK, orklessness is strongly associated ith poverty but households in part-time ork have an
above-average poverty risk as ell. mong orking families in poverty, those ith part-time orkers
only, ith self-employed orkers only and couple families ith single earners figure strongly (Ray et
al., 2014). Single-earner couple families are much more likely to be in poverty if the oman is the
age earner rather than the man. This is a consequence of omen’s loer (hourly and eekly) ages
relative to men’s (Ray et al., 2014).

•

There has been a groing recognition that the lack of quality part-time ork is a key driver for both
maternal unemployment and child poverty (Ministerial orking Group on Child Poverty in London,
2008; FFHT, 2010; London Child Poverty Commission, 2010; Bashir et al., 2011).

•

In the UK and cross-nationally, part-time ork is associated ith increased poverty, although the
magnitude varies (Frazer and Marlier, 2010). In 2012, according to Ray et al. (2014), 14.1% of parttime orkers in the UK ere in poverty, hich as just higher than the EU average, and more than
double the poverty rate for full-time orkers in the UK (6.5%). dditionally, individuals in families ith
only part-time orkers faced a higher poverty risk (at 24%) than all other orking households (Cooke
and Laton, 2008).
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•

Research on ork and poverty transitions for parents in the UK also reinforces this association
beteen part-time ork and poverty. n analysis carried out by Brone and Paull (2010) of poverty
transitions in the first three years after entering ork shoed that those in full-time ork ere more
likely to exit poverty over this period than those in part-time ork, hile those in part-time ork
ere more likely to enter poverty than those orking full-time.

•

n analysis of the female part-time orkforce carried out by arren (2008) shoed that in the UK,
omen orking part-time are concentrated in loer-level manual/elementary and clerical/service
occupations, hile in other EU countries they are spread across the occupational structure.

•

Recent analysis by Tooley Street Research (2014) for the Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development (CIPD) and the John Leis Partnership highlights that the group most likely to be stuck
in lo pay are omen in part-time ork.

•

 study in London highlighted that almost 50% of part-time employees earn less than the living age
compared ith 15% of full-time employees (GL Economics, 2009). This limits opportunities and
incentives for people seeking part-time ork – parents in particular – to pursue employment. The
risk of remaining in poverty is only marginally reduced by finding part-time ork at a lo age level
(DP, 2007).

hy part-time and flexible ork is associated ith lo
pay
•

The part-time labour market is concentrated in the lo-age economy, hich tends to be associated
ith fragmented and unconventional hours.

•

Timeise’s (2012) previous research for JRF (Steart et al., 2012) highlights that there are fe
quality jobs advertised ith part-time hours: at salaries over £20,000 pro rata, only 3% of job
vacancies are part-time.

•

Part-time orkers earn less than full-time orkers not just because they ork feer hours, but also
because the types of jobs associated ith part-time or flexible hours are clustered in loer-paid
roles.

•

Historically, the lack of high-value, part-time and flexible ork has been due to a number of reasons.
The most common one is that the traditional model of full-time orking (that is, 9am to 5pm,
Monday to Friday) is ingrained in the minds of many employers and flexible orking options have not
been presented to employers as an attractive orkforce option.

•

Part-time ork is evidenced to be disproportionately concentrated in elementary-grade occupations
relative to professional occupations (Eurofound, 2012).

•

n analysis by the IPPR of evidence from Eurostat’s 2014 labour market database indeed shos that
across the EU, part-time ork is more concentrated in elementary occupations, and less
concentrated in professional and managerial roles, than full-time ork. Thus, hile professional and
managerial occupations make up more than to-fifths (43%) of full-time jobs across the EU28, these
jobs account for less than a third (31%) of part-time ork (Silim and Stirling, 2014).

•

This suggests that many highly skilled people, particularly mothers ho decide to return to ork
part-time, are finding themselves forced to take up ork of a loer level than they are capable of by
choosing to ork feer hours. Having highly qualified omen orking in loer-skilled jobs is a suboptimal outcome for both employers and employees (Silim and Stirling, 2014). It represents a
significant opportunity cost and loss of potential output. dditionally, it reduces the opportunity for
loer-skilled omen to find jobs that match their qualification levels, since these loer-skilled jobs
are taken by the higher-qualified omen.

•

For some employers, recruiting quality part-time employees simply does not occur, hile many
others are openly resistant to the idea. In Buck et al.’s (2012) study, 52% of employers reported an
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unofficial preference against quality part-time recruitment, and 9% said that there as an official
company policy against it.

nalysis of the benefits of encouraging greater
flexibility for parents
•

There is a ealth of evidence that highlights the need to drive up the number of quality part-time
and flexible jobs in the UK labour market as a ay to raise family living standards (Bell et al., 2012;
Commission on Living Standards, 2012; aldfogel, 2012; Camden Council, 2014; CBI, 2014).

•

The lack of intermediary part-time ork results in highly skilled omen either abandoning their
careers entirely or ‘trading don’ to take loer-level, part-time roles (Lyonette et al., 2011). The
knock-on effect is that these highly skilled omen are in effect under-employed, and those ith
feer skills are less able to compete for intermediary-level, part-time ork.

•

Flexible orking, of hich part-time orking is one example, facilitates orking times to meet the
needs of each individual. This has enabled families to meet multiple responsibilities, particularly hen
childcare is incompatible ith full-time orking hours (Rubery et al., 1998).

•

Given that most households have family responsibilities, the traditional 40-hour orking eek is no
longer capable of accommodating the diversity of modern living and orking arrangements (Platenga
and Remery, 2010). here omen are still overhelmingly responsible for childcare, flexible orking
patterns can boost labour market participation among mothers ho ish to stay in the labour
market. Therefore, flexible orking may provide a solution to the tensions beteen pressures on the
labour market, and offer the potential to produce positive employment outcomes for omen, firms
and the economy as a hole.

•

cross Europe, higher rates of part-time ork are associated ith higher female (and male)
employment rates. Various forms of part-time ork are becoming increasingly idespread in the
Netherlands, Germany, the UK and Seden. lmost 80% of omen in the Netherlands ork parttime, hile the same is true of 46% of omen in Germany, 43% of omen in the UK and 39% of
omen in Seden (Eurostat, 2014). Eurofound (2012) research has found that higher employment
rates are positively correlated ith the rates for general part-time ork. Such findings are supported
by the research undertaken by the IPPR (Silim and Stirling, 2014), hich found that those countries
ith higher rates of part-time ork also tend to have higher employment rates. This positive
correlation association is stronger among the female orkforce, but it is also present among men.

•

Hoever, people ith caring responsibilities are increasingly looking at a ider range of flexible
orking options than just part-time ork. The potential scale of demand for increased flexibility
remains significant. Indeed, the IPPR’s research found that across the seven countries examined,
beteen 38% (Seden) and 62% (the UK) of omen ould like to ork either more or less hours
than they do (Silim and Stirling, 2014). The key advantage of flexible scheduling for employees is that
it enables matching beteen preferred orking patterns and actual orking patterns across all life
stages.

•

Research undertaken by the Resolution Foundation reported that a large proportion of mothers ho
ork part-time ould rather ork longer hours but are prevented from doing so (lakeson and Cory,
2014). In some cases, this is because they cannot find full-time roles that offer adequate flexibility to
allo them to manage family commitments. In others, it is because the high cost of childcare
prevents them from orking more hours (lakeson and Cory, 2014). By contrast, employed men
tend to ant to reduce their hours more than employed omen do. This may partly be driven by the
fact that omen are more likely to be under-employed, and so ant to increase their hours (Dolphin
et al., 2014).
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nalysis of the benefits of encouraging greater
flexibility for disabled people
•

round half of orking-age disabled people do not have a job (ONS, 2015a). Many ould like to
ork but currently experience considerable barriers to doing so.  revie undertaken by the
Government Equalities Office found that of all registered disabled and ork-limiting disabled
employees in the UK, just over a quarter (26%) of men ork part-time, compared ith over half
(54%) of omen. This compares ith 11% of non-disabled men and 42% of non-disabled omen
(Lyonette et al., 2010).

•

The latest Life Opportunities Survey by the Office for National Statistics (ONS, 2014), hich
explores disability in terms of the barriers to participation that people experience, found the
folloing:

-

Tax credits and modified or reduced hours ere the most-commonly cited enablers to ork by
adults ith impairment ho had moved into employment after being unemployed or
economically inactive.

-

Disabled orkers mentioned that flexible orking (together ith tax credits) as the best ay
to enable them to move into ork.

nalysis of the benefits of encouraging greater
flexibility for older orkers
•

One of the major features of the recent rise in the employment rate has been a rapid increase in
employment among older people (ONS, 2015b). In the final quarter of 2014, 75.3% of people aged
beteen 50 and the State Pension ge ere participating in the UK labour market. The participation
rate for this age group has been increasing steadily since 1994 hen the participation rate as
68.5%, although it is orth noting that the rate as relatively flat beteen 2009 and 2010 folloing
the economic donturn in 2008/09. For those beyond the State Pension ge, 12.1% of people ere
participating in the labour market in the final quarter of 2014, of hom 11.8% ere employed and
0.3% ere unemployed as defined by the Office for National Statistics – seeking ork and available
to start. round one quarter (26.4%) of orkers beteen the age of 50 and the State Pension ge
ere orking part-time, hich is not dissimilar to those aged 16 and over. For those orking past
their State Pension ge, on the other hand, part-time orkers made up a much larger proportion,
accounting for 67.2% of orkers in 2014.

•

ccording to a orking paper by Loretto et al. (2005), older orkers ould elcome more choice in
their orking patterns in the run-up to retirement, and the option to continue orking in some form
after the State Pension ge. The existing research suggests that people ould prefer to stay ith
their existing employer, but be able to donscale their commitment in terms of hours or orking
patterns.

•

For employers, the benefits of employing and retaining older orkers can include:
-

reduced turnover and recruitment costs

-

positive employee feedback

-

retention of skills and experience

-

transfer of knoledge (Loretto et al., 2005).
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•

The Centre for Research into the Older orkforce at the University of Surrey conducted a postal
survey of 50- to 69-year-olds in hich they asked respondents hether they liked ork, hether
they anted to change their ork and hether they anted to ork for longer. The study found that
attitudes to ork ere positive, those in ork anted to carry on orking and half of those ho
ere retired ould have orked for longer if there had been part-time or flexible ork options
available (McNair et al., 2004). Over half of the survey respondents thought they might like to do
some ork after retiring from their main job. Hoever, only 6% of these ould prefer full-time ork.
The study seems to find broad support for older orkers to continue to ork, but not necessarily in
their current job or in their existing orking patterns or hours (McNair et al., 2004).

•

Research undertaken for JRF also lends support to the conclusion that some older orkers ould
elcome more flexible ork options at the end of their orking lives. It found that older people ho
ere orking part-time ere doing so voluntarily (Hirsch, 2000). In a qualitative study of retirement
transitions in three organisations, Vickerstaff et al. (2004) found broad support among employees,
and those already retired, for individuals to have the choice to donsize or donscale in the years
before full retirement if they anted to. This is borne out by the pattern of orking among those in
employment beyond the State Pension ge, here there seems to be a strong preference for parttime ork (Smeaton and McKay, 2003; Loretto et al., 2005).

•

In a context of an ageing population and continuous increases in the retirement age, good-quality
employment opportunities for older people are essential and can bring additional benefits for health
and ellbeing.

Evidence of the benefits in encouraging greater
flexibility for business
•

Not only is flexible orking a ay of responding to the individual’s needs and caring responsibilities, it
can also be a ay of unlocking potential in the labour market and providing benefits to individual
firms. The constrained employment prospects for omen in particular mean that there are
opportunities for ne flexible ork practices to utilise skills more effectively and increase output
(Silim and Stirling, 2014).

•

Instead of the traditional ays of adjusting staff, much more flexible methods of organising ork and
orking time have emerged that allo businesses to remain competitive and retain talent
(Eurofound, 2012).

•

For firms, this ability to retain experienced and skilled staff is crucial to maintaining quality and
minimising costs (FI, 2012). Flexible ork practices have also been shon to improve productivity
and, consequently, increase profits (FFHT, 2010). s a result of these changes in the ay firms
operate, a groing number of companies are abandoning strict control of orking hours in favour of
more flexible orking practices ith increased monitoring practices (Eurofound, 2006).

•

The recession has had one of the biggest impacts on the groth in part-time and flexible orking
(CBI, 2009). It has accelerated a changing landscape in the employment market, and businesses have
used flexible orking as a business solution for coping ith the economic donturn (Buck et al.,
2012).

•

Employers are no recognising the need to adapt their businesses to embrace flexible orking, be it
flexibility on hours, on location or on the nature of the ork such as interim and contract-based
employment. Over 96% of businesses no offer some form of flexible orking and nearly threequarters believe that this has boosted staff retention, motivation and engagement (CBI, 2011).

Flexible orking versus flexible hiring
•

Timeise’s (2012) previous research for JRF highlighted that hile part-time ork represents 16%
of the positions paying over £20,000 full-time equivalent in the employment market, it represents
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less than 5% in the recruitment market in London (3% of overall vacancies ere quality part-time
vacancies).
•

This research highlighted the gap beteen the ratio of people orking in quality part-time
employment and the ratio of quality part-time vacancies.

•

The research included intervies ith employers and cited three main reasons for the lag in parttime hiring:
-

perceptions about and cultural barriers to part-time orking

-

lack of support ith regard to job design

-

a perceived lack of skilled candidates anting part-time ork.

•

Hoever, there ere some encouraging findings. The most significant of these as that, among
employers ho had practical experience of recruiting quality part-time employees, there appeared to
be a virtuous cycle and a readiness to recruit again. This subset of employers cited many benefits of
part-time orking, and very fe disadvantages. This suggests that the market ill gro as experience
spreads (CBI, 2011).

•

More recently, Timeise undertook research ith 500 managers in 2014 to explore hether they
ould consider a conversation about flexible and/or part-time hours during the hiring process. The
research highlighted that nine out of ten managers ould consider offering jobs ith flexible hours
for the right candidate at the point of recruitment. This supports the finding of the earlier research
by Timeise (2012) that candidate acquisition is a driving factor for employers to offer flexibility.
hen faced ith the right candidate, employers are often incentivised to consider it. Hoever, the
2014 Timeise research highlighted that only three out of ten managers ere actively having
conversations about flexible orking during the recruitment process. The barrier cited as that
business leaders are not enabling this to happen.

Current solutions for people seeking flexibility to
increase their earnings
•

orking longer hours. This leaves people increasingly stretched for both income and time. nalysis
published by the Resolution Foundation shos that a coupled oman in a median-income household
only takes home an extra £20 per eek by moving from part-time to full-time ork, due to lost
benefits and childcare costs (Commission on Living Standards, 2012). ith both parents in ork,
time ith the children is squeezed, for negligible additional income. hile this is due to change ith
the introduction of Universal Credit, the impact is not forecast to be significant. s this report shos,
increasing evidence also highlights the need for flexible and part-time ork among older orkers,
people ith caring responsibilities and disabled people. For these groups, as ell as for parents,
orking more hours is not alays a viable option.

•

Earning better ages by upskilling. This route has been the primary focus to support lo-income
people into ork, through investment in supply-side measures such as publicly funded training
courses – the public employment and skills system. Hoever, three-fifths of families in poverty
already have above entry-level qualifications (ldridge et al., 2012). In the UK, 4.3 million orkers
have skills and qualifications that exceed those needed for their job – that is, 16% of employees
(Tooley Street Research, 2014). This percentage rises considerably hen looking at omen in parttime ork, of hom nearly half are over-qualified for their job (Schuller, 2011). hile trends for
ell-qualified people are moving in a positive direction, ith an increase in the number of part-time
jobs using people ith higher-level skills (Felstead et al., 2013), there is still a clear gap in terms of
qualification expectation beteen full- and part-time employment.

•

Persuading employers to unlock more quality jobs to be done on a part-time or flexible basis.
Evidence points to this as an alternative solution to increasing earnings for those ho choose part-
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time or flexible ork. To enable those ho are currently under-utilising their skills in lo-paid, parttime or flexible jobs to get access to higher-level flexible roles, either ithin their organisation or
through a ne job, could potentially enable them to optimise their existing skills and earning
potential. This is a demand-side, not a supply-side, intervention.  job redesign and flexible hiring
solution, not a skills-based solution.
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ppendix 2: Methodology for
estimating target pay thresholds
for the three target groups
The latest report from the Centre for Research in Social Policy shoing the derivation of the living age
from minimum income standard research (.lboro.ac.uk/research/crsp/mis/thelivingage/) includes
the folloing table, hich shos the family incomes necessary to meet the minimum income standard for
2014.
Table 2.1: Family incomes necessary to meet the 2014 minimum income standard (£ per eek
unless specified)
Family type
MIS
excluding
housing,
childcare,
Council Tax
Rent
Childcare
Council Tax
Total: target
net eekly
income
nnual
age
requirement
Hourly
age
requirement

Single

Couple

Lone
parent
+1

Lone
parent
+2

Lone
parent
+3

Couple
+1

Couple
+2

Couple
+3

Couple
+4

183.26

303.54

274.00

366.33

468.46

373.74

459.58

568.04

621.30

71.20
0.00
13.97

81.88
0.00
18.63

81.52
173.10
16.30

89.36
171.15
16.30

99.65
171.15
16.30

81.52
173.10
21.73

89.36
171.15
21.73

99.65
171.15
21.73

99.65
270.48
21.73

268.43

404.04

544.91

643.14

755.57

650.08

741.82

860.57

1,013.16

16,235

22,284

27,141

32,366

41,254

36,497

40,471

50,578

53,890

8.30

5.70

13.88

16.55

21.10

9.33

10.35

12.93

13.78

Note: MIS = minimum income standard.
Source: CRSP (.lboro.ac.uk/research/crsp/mis/thelivingage/)
Using this data as a base, the target pay thresholds shon in Table 1 of this report (see Chapter 2) ere
calculated for each of the three target groups.

Parents
For parents, a eighted average as used from the Centre for Research in Social Policy minimum income
standards figures excluding single people and couples ithout children. For couple families, it as
assumed that one adult as in full-time ork and the other in part-time or flexible ork, ith annual
hours at 50% of the full-time level. The pay threshold for parents is an aggregate of minimum income
standards age requirements for households ith children, eighted to the numbers in each household
type.

Disabled people
The target pay for disabled people as adjusted by an additional 25% based on research commissioned by
the Thomas Pocklington Trust and conducted by Loughborough University, hich adjusted the minimum
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income standards methodology to incorporate additional costs needed by people ith a visual impairment
(Hill et al., 2015).
This research shos that people ith a visual impairment are unlikely to attract support from benefits
such as Disability Living lloance or its replacement, the Personal Independence Payment, and hence it
is reasonable to include some element of unrecompensed disability cost. For other groups of disabled
people, hile some costs may be covered by these benefits, they do not cover all of them – the benefits
are intended to provide only a contribution toards the costs. Hence it seemed reasonable to use the
same figure as in Hill et al. (2015).

Older people (aged 50+)
For the target threshold for older people (aged 50+), the minimum income standards level for single
people and couples ithout children as used. The rate is loer than for other groups, due to the
proportion of couples ithout dependent children (hose minimum income standards age requirement
is £5.70 per hour) ithin the 50+ group.
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ppendix 3: Methodology for the
vacancy analysis
The vacancy part of the research as based on data from job advertisements on 122 UK jobs boards in
the six-month period from July to December 2014. The database is held by the recruitment softare
company Innovantage and the data as aggregated by vacancy analysis experts Talent Cube.
t the start of the project, in excess of seven million job advertisements ere involved. Re-posted jobs
ere then removed, and also duplicates that could easily be identified because the advertiser, job title,
salary and date ere identical. The de-duplication process delivered 3.5 million job advertisements, hich
ere then filtered using 70 keyords relating to different forms of part-time and flexible orking.
Selecting the keyords as an iterative process, in hich job advertisements ere sampled to check the
reliability of the keyords for indicating a flexible job. In this report, ‘flexible’ includes any job that is either
advertised as part-time or, if full-time, advertised offering at least one of the folloing forms of flexibility:
•

the possibility of a reduced hours contract

•

a different pattern of ork such as flexitime or shifts (provided the arrangement is intended to offer
choice and a better ork-life balance, rather than being restrictive or necessitating unsociable hours)

•

the ability to ork from home for some or all of the orking eek

•

an openness to discussion about flexibility on either hours or location.

The term excludes jobs involving lo-paid zero-hours contracts, temping ork, self-employment,
freelancing and franchise opportunities.
Job advertisement sampling as the project progressed led to three adjustments being made to the data:
•

It as found that the overhelming majority of jobs ith salaries of £200,000 or more contained
typing errors that meant they had been incorrectly categorised. These very highly salaried jobs,
representing just 0.7% of all quality flexible jobs, ere therefore excluded from the analysis.

•

More keyords related to flexibility ere found in longer job advertisement text than ere stored on
the source database.  representative sample of 2,500 ‘non-flexible’ job advertisements as
therefore analysed manually, ith the finding that 1.8% of them ere in fact flexible. This figure as
used to adjust the data. Before the adjustment, the proportion of flexible jobs as 4.5%; after the
adjustment this rose to 6.2%. The adjustment involved an error margin of 2% at 95% certainty,
meaning that the true share of flexible jobs as in the range 4.5% to 8.2%. In the analysis by role
type/salary/region, the ra percentages have not been adjusted, as resources did not permit the
sampling of sufficient job advertisements to reach statistically reliable adjustments across the smaller
subsets.

•

In spite of the de-duplication process, duplicates ere found here the same job as posted by
different recruitment agencies or to different jobs boards on different dates. To resolve this, all
flexible jobs for the month of September 2014 (chosen as a typical month in terms of its volume of
25,000 job advertisements) ere analysed manually.  field as created containing the string: job
title/advertiser/location/salary. This enabled the data to be sorted so that duplicates could be easily
identified, including those here different recruitment agencies had posted the same job. The finding
as that 32% of jobs ere duplicates and the numbers reported ere reduced accordingly.
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ppendix 4: Calculating the
numbers of people in the target
groups ho are seeking flexible
ork
Many people ithin the target groups (parents, older people and disabled people) are currently orking
flexibly, and appear in the LFS in categories such as those orking part-time because they do not ant a
full-time job. These people may, hoever, be orking belo the level to hich they are qualified and so
their skills are under-utilised.
In addition to those ho are currently orking part-time, there are those ho are not orking currently,
but ant to do so if they can find a part-time job. Estimates of these are based on LFS respondents ho
are looking for part-time flexible ork.
Table 4.1 identifies the numbers of people ho are either orking part-time or not currently in ork
and may potentially ant to ork part-time or flexibly.
Table 4.1: Numbers in the target groups of people ho ant part-time ork
Part-time employed,
do not ant
full-time ork

orkless, seeking
part-time ork

Total demand
for flexibility

Total

5,423,000

362,000

5,785,000

ll parents

2,798,000

212,000

3,010,000

592,000

99,000

691,000

2,023,000

104,000

2,127,000

183,000

10,000

193,000

2,490,000

88,000

2,578,000

Lone parents
Mothers in couples
Fathers in couples
Older people

Disabled people
194,000
121,000
315,000
Note: The total numbers shon in the table are smaller than the sum of the groups. This is because the
groups contain overlaps. For example, disabled people ill appear in categories for parents and older
people, and older people (aged 50 and over) ill include parents of dependent children.
Source: LFS January to December 2014 average
In the numbers for ‘orkless, seeking part-time ork’, people are included regardless of hether they are
classed as unemployed or inactive. The difference beteen the to classifications is that the ‘inactive’
people tell Office for National Statistics researchers that they cannot say they could start ork ithin
to eeks. Those ho expect to take more than to eeks to organise childcare or to organise
‘reasonable adaptations’ as they are disabled ould end up being classed as inactive. For the purposes of
this research, these people are very much part of the target group.
Some groups are excluded – for example, full-time students and parents ith a child under the age of
one – on the basis that they may not be in a position to take a part-time job. Carers are not included
because numbers are small in the LFS.
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It should be noted that pressures from Jobcentre Plus on benefit claimants to accept any sort of ork
have increased recently, and that moves to Universal Credit mean that pressure exists for people to say
they ill accept either full-time or part-time ork. Therefore, in Table 4.1, the numbers of orkless
people seeking part-time ork includes both those ho are seeking only part-time ork and those ho
ill accept either flexible or inflexible orking.
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ppendix 5: Explanatory note on
the Family Resources Survey
The Family Resources Survey (FRS) is used as the source for the analysis relating to family income and
poverty, because the source for all the other analyses (the LFS) is limited to earnings.
The FRS is carried out annually for the Department for ork and Pensions. It is the principal source of
information on family incomes in the UK, and the source of the standard measures of poverty, based on
net income after tax and national insurance, and taking into account non-age incomes from all sources.
The FRS income data collection method is more detailed than that for the LFS, including checks on
payslips.
Negative features of the FRS include the folloing:
•

the sample size is smaller than the LFS

•

it is less detailed on employment and other labour market issues

•

in particular, its publication is far from timely.

hile the LFS data used for this report as data for the hole of 2014, the latest FRS data available for
the analysis as for the 2012/13 financial year (ending March 2013). This timeliness issue necessitated
uprating the FRS hourly pay figures to 2014 equivalent pay using the Office for National Statistics
verage eekly Earnings figures, so that £10.63 per hour has roughly the same meaning. Hoever,
figures quoted for family incomes and poverty measures are in 2012/13 values. They are therefore as
consistent as possible ith the Department for ork and Pensions’ Households Belo verage Income
figures (1994/95 to 2012/13), using estimates for 2012/13 (DP, 2014), the source of the official
poverty measures.
The analysis uses as a ‘family’ a grouping that is recorded in the FRS as a ‘household’. This is a group of
people living together ho are related in some ay. Therefore, if there is a young adult over the age of
18 living ith their parents, they are all part of the same household. Similarly, here there is an older
parent being cared for ithin the household, they are part of the same household. In each of these cases
the Department for ork and Pensions ould say that there is more than one ‘benefit unit’ ithin the
household as the young person over the age of 18 and the older parent are each separate ‘benefit units’.
Therefore, the definition of ‘parent’ is very slightly different beteen the LFS analysis and the FRS
analysis, ith the LFS accepting respondents’ descriptions and the FRS seeking to relate to benefit rules.
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ppendix 6: Methodology for
quantifying the number of
ell-qualified people taken out of
poverty by quality flexible jobs
ll those in the FRS ere identified, ho met the qualification criterion ( Level or higher) and ere
orking part-time for under £10.63 per hour, or not orking.
Their family earnings ere then recalculated, on the assumption that they did earn £10.63 per hour (for
their existing hours if orking part-time, or for average part-time hours of 19.7 hours if they ere not
orking).
Estimating the family earnings involved summing the earnings of all earning family members, ith the
only change being a minimum hourly rate for the selected individuals.
The change in earnings as then identified, on a family-by-family basis. e assumed a marginal
deduction rate of tax and benefit ithdraal (as these are close to the poverty line) of 70%, based on
pre-Budget levels of benefit and tax credit ithdraal ith increasing earnings.
These net earnings increases ere added to existing household net income figures. These ere then
equivalised for family size and the resulting equivalised net household incomes ere tested against the
same poverty line as in the earlier Timeise analysis (Steart et al., 2012).
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